ROMANCE WRITING AWARDS AND CONTESTS
Writing contests' listings and info. Writing Contests: If you are going to enter some, judge a few, or even coordinate one,
then Romancing the Novel Contest.

If selected, they polish both pieces with the help of their mentors. For both, RWA members submit original
work for judging within their subgenre. Check out these poetry writing contests. We found 32 reputable,
well-reviewed, free writing contests for poets, fiction writers, essayists and more. Contemporary Romance
Manuscripts that are set in modern times, approximately from to the present that are greater than 65, words. If
you are entering the Young Adult Category, your entry may either focus on the love story or contain only
romantic elements. Your stanzas â€” rhyming or not â€” could be worth a fair amount of money in these
poetry competitions. Tricia Lynne Tricia Lynne is fluent in both sarcasm and cuss words and has little filter
between her brain and mouthâ€”â€”a combination that tends to embarrass her husband at corporate functions.
Here are the official entry guidelines. This category is intended for romances that do not fit neatly into any
other category due to their mainstream fiction nature but where the central romance could not be removed
without damaging the storyline. Many mentors return yearly and focus solely on the romance genre. Deadline:
November 29, Romance writing contests are a fabulous way to develop relationships within the writing
community. Here are some fiction and nonfiction writing contests worth considering. Where to find more
legitimate, free writing contests Looking for more opportunities to submit your work? Deadline: June 30,
They also offer a handful of contests themselves , including the Wergle Flomp Humor Poetry Contest which
sounds delightful. The RITA, however, is solely for books that were published within the contest year. Writers
tweet lines from their manuscript or WIP , including the prompt hashtag, that fit into the length of a tweet.
Query letter and synopsis? Deadline: Annually on October 31 for books published that calendar year.
ServiceScape Short Story Award ServiceScape, a platform matching freelance writers, editors, and graphic
designers with clients i. Deadline: Annual submission window is January 1 through May Original board and
picture books for children aged are eligible, provided they feature contemporary African American characters
and culture and focus on character development, self esteem, community, and other aspects of positive
childhood development. In , it will go to a work of nonfiction of at least 25, words; will be nonfiction. The
Golden Heart is only for unpublished manuscripts. To grow as writers, we must open our eyes to the flaws in
our writing. In addition, copies of her book are distributed to approximately 1, members of the Academy of
American Poets. We accept LGBT entries in any of the above categories! Young Adult Manuscripts in which
young adult life is an integral part of the plot. Deadline: Annually in the fall most recently in August or
September. Tips to picking a category If your entry seems to fit in more than one category, use the following
criteria to narrow your choice to one: What is your projected length? What is prevalent in your opening pages?
Deadline for submissions for awards was August 31, Read the guidelines carefully. Deadline: See individual
contest pages. Authors who submit retain ownership of their work. Here are a few great sites to keep an eye on
for writing contests.

